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1. Introduction 

The present technical report is addressed to the critical examination of the conceptual and final 

design of the structural system adopted for the grandstands roof covering of the new Stadium in 

Faro. 

The report is based on the following documents: 

 Drawings 

 ………. 

 Analytical models and structural verifications 

 ………. 

2. The conceptual design – description of the roof structural system. 

 

The roof structures of the East and West stands has been conceived as a lightweight structural 

system formed by: 

 A longitudinal oriented steel cable tension structure; 

 A longitudinal oriented system of tubular steel arches; 

 A set of transversal curved steel latticed trusses; 

 A set of pre-stressed double curvature membrane panels of polyester + PVC . 

The longitudinal oriented steel cable tension structure of 210m span is realized by two main carrying 

cables with a spatial oblique catenary configuration . The main cables are anchored to two lateral 

masts and, by a set of inclined secondary cables, suspend the steel and membrane roof of the 

grandstands. It is important to note, that the main cable geometrical configuration depends on the 

interface forces transmitted by the suspension cables and have to be determined by a form-finding 

process. 

The mast system, made by a composite post and stay cables, transmit the anchorage forces to the 

ground through a concrete stair construction and by tension piles anchorages corresponding to the 

stay cables. 

The first expert impression, looking the dimensioning of the carrying cables is the underestimation 

of the carrying role of the tension system. 

The tubular arches , declared by the design report as the main carrying system, is formed principally 

by three circular steel tubes placed obliquely in space . The arches are supported by the same stair 

construction carrying the forces transmitted by the posts and are stabilized, from in and out of plane 

instability, by a system of  transversal curved latticed trusses, also made by circular steel tubes. 

Over the transversal lattice trusses, a set of membrane panels of polyester and PVC material will be 

placed and prestressed according to the shape finding configuration. 

 

2.1 Conceptual design uncertainties 

According to the design philosophy, illustrated in the original design report, the structural solution 

adopted for the roof covering can be identified as an hybrid combination of two of the most frequent 

typologies able to span over the grandstands in longitudinal direction (see fig,1;2) 

 

The main observation that can be made to the original design of the structural system concerns the 

conceptual design decision to combine two principal substructures working in a very different 

mechanical behaviour, creating a parametric sensitive structural system with a consequent reduction 

of the global level of reliability.  

The arch system having a typical, under loading, softening mechanical response behaviour, arrives to 

collapse principally by in plane or out of plane, local (buckling) or global (snap- through) instability; 

the tension system, on the contrary, following an hardening mechanical path arrives to collapse by 

material ultimate limit stresses. Therefore, the dimensioning of the structural members under 

compression (arches) requires greater sectional area generating a relative amplification of the own 

axial stiffness in respect to the tension sub-structural system. It is also possible to achieve, from the 



mathematical model, as a direct consequence of the stiffness ratio between the two substructures, 

how the loading is shared, giving a principal role to the arch sub-structure. 

On the other hand, it is well known (see enclosure 1) the different parametric sensitivity of the 

tension systems against compression systems related to the structural displacement state; in the 

tension cable structure, geometrically hypostatic, the displacement state is formed by elastic and 

kinematic components normally greater than the related field of displacement of the compression 

structure, with the consequence that the participation of the tension structure in carrying the loading 

is lesser than expected by the deterministic numerical model. 

The presence of a double principal structural system may give an illusory sensation of increased 

safety; on the contrary, the system could be sensitive, showing a tendency to a progressive collapse 

if parametric random strains (geometrical and material creep, E-modulus uncertainties by cable 

curvature , thermal , fabrication tolerances, etc.) on cables could be introduced in the structural 

analysis. 

In conclusion it is better to have , when existing parametric random uncertainties in the differential 

stiffness of sub-structures forming a complex structural system, an uniform dominating mechanical 

behaviour.  

It is surprising, in the actual design, that the main carrying capacities of a long span structures has 

been given to the arch structures instead of  the most reliable tension system. 

Another detected weak point in the design concerns the frontal arch, which is more “suspended” 

from, than “supporting”, the trusses. The lateral inclination of the arch reduces considerably the 

vertical stiffness and the connection (stools) between the frontal arch and the secondary trusses, are 

not able to give a necessary transversal component to transfer and deviate the vertical loads in the 

direction of the arch. The low carrying capacity of the frontal arch is also demonstrated by the 

dimensioning of the trusses which shows a high tendency to work as a cantilever from the central 

arch. 

Uncertainties are also detected in drawing n. BZ0078 ST, where diagonal bracings, not shown in 

other views, are placed in order to: stabilize the plane trusses out of plane and to equilibrate the 

unbalanced membrane forces generated by asymmetrical loading on the roof surface. 

  

 

3. Uncertainties related to the analytical model 

 

The wind loading analysis, representing the reference loading for the verifications of resistance and 

stability of the structural system, is computed considering different sources. 

Some inconsistencies (see page 20/43 of Atkins calculations) considering the wind speed as 49 

m/sec, corresponding to a wind pressure of 1.5 kN/m2 instead of 1.12 kN/m2  appear from the 

documents of calculations. 

Considering the importance of the building, the typology and the geometry of the roof, it will be 

necessary to proceed to an experimental investigation on wind tunnel boundary layer of a scale 

model to determine the distribution of the wind pressure (mean, peak and r.m.s.). 

The specifications for the experimental investigations are in enclosure n.2. 

 

4. Uncertainties related to detail design 

 

The detail design is not developed corresponding to a final design phase. The working design of 

details will be very difficult and time consuming. Many extra local reinforcement will be necessary 

in order to avoid punching shear effect between tube to tube direct welding connections. 

 

5. Suggested design solution 

 

It is suggested to introduce modifications of the actual structural design in order to remove the 

uncertainties regarding the structural behaviour. 

The proposal of the structural design solution is addressed to remove all the previously mentioned 

technical uncertainties, minimizing the architectural modifications. 

In order to obtain the required level of reliability, it is adopted the tension structural system as the 

main carrying structure. Instead of the arches, it will be easy to transform them in a cable stabilising 

system realizing, therefore, a double curvature tensile cable truss. The double effect tension structure 



will be pre-stressed in order to carry downward gravitational loading and up-lift pressures due to 

wind action. 

The secondary system can be modified in a space frame beam in order to be stable out of plane. 

In order to optimise the cantilever action of the secondary structures it will be advisable to displace 

the foundation point over the reinforced concrete stair or, in alternative, positioning the composite 

mast, independent from the stair, in a more suitable place. 

 



 

 
Fig.1 

Arch-shell typology 



Fig.2 

Prestressed tension structure suspended roof 

 



 

 



SOME WIDESPAN STRUCTURES: FROM CONCEPT TO DETAIL DESIGN 
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ABSTRACT 

Wide span structures are today widely applied for sport, 

social, industrial, ecological and other activities. The 

experience collected in last decades identified structural 

typologies as space structures, cable structures, 

membrane structures and new - under tension - efficient 

materials which combination deals with lightweight 

structural systems, as the state of art on long span 

structural design. In order to increase the reliability 

assessment of wide span structural systems a knowledge 

based synthetical conceptual design approach is 

recommended. Theoretical and experimental in scale 

analysis, combined with a monitoring control of the 

subsequent performance of the structural system, can 

calibrate mathematical modelling and evaluate long term 

sufficiency of design. Some special remarks concerning 

the influence on the reliability level of detail design, are 

given at the end of the paper. 

INTRODUCTION 

Long span structures are today widely applied for: 

 Sport buildings 

 Stadia 

 Sport halls 

 Olympic swimming pools 

 Ice tracks and skating rinks 

 Indoor athletics 

 Social buildings 

 Fair pavillions 

 Congress halls 

 Auditorium and theatres 

 Open air activities 

 Industrial buildings 

 Hangars 

 Warehouses 

 Airport terminals 

 Ecology buildings 

 Waste material storage 

 Pollution isolation 

The state of the art trend on widespan enclosures: the 

lightweight structures - from compression to tension. 

According to the state of the art, the more frequently 

typologies and materials used for wide span enclosures 

are: 

 Space structures 

 single layer grids 

 double and multi layer grids 

 single and double curvature space frames 

 Cable structures 

 cable stayed roofs 

 suspended roofs 

 cable trusses 

 singleand multilayer nets 

 Membrane structures 

 prestressed anticlastic membranes 

 pneumatic membranes 

 Hybrid structures 

 tensegrity systems 

 beam-cable systems 

 Convertible roofs 

 overlapping sliding system 

 pivoted system 

 folding system 

The historical trend in the design and construction 

process of wide span enclosures was and is the 

minimization of the dead weight of the structure and , 

consequently, the ratio between dead and live loads 

(DL/LL). 

From ancient massive structures (DL/LL>>1) to modern 

lightweight structures (DL/LL<<1), the DD/LL ratio was 

reduced more than 100 times due to the most effective 

exploitation of the properties of special high-strength 

materials, in combination with structural systems where 

tensile stresses are dominant (Tension structures). Due to 

the inherent stability of tension against compression, 

tension structures leads naturally to optimization of the 

system energy against structures which are subjected to 

bending moments or are stressed axially with the 

possibility of reversal from tension to compression, as is 

the case with grids and framed structures. Therefore, the 

actual trend on lightweight structural typologies is to 

combine, as far as possible, a dominant tension 

mechanical system and hi-strength materials. 

In Table 1, is possible to observe the exceptionally high 

strength to weight ratio (K=/) in tension (Kt) of hi-

tech composite materials, important components of 

lightweight structural concept. 

The different mechanical behaviour of compression and 

tension structures can be illustrated by Fig.1 where, 

starting from a thin parabolic arch under uniform 

distributed load , it is possible to observe, during 

incremental loading, the following phases of the load 

displacement curve: 

 Phase A: unloaded structure. 

 Phase AB: compression phase; geometric softening; 

decrease of tangential stiffness, reduction in the 

positive value of the secondary term of the total 

potential energy 
2
. 



Compression  
Structures 

DL/LL  /  
  

Tension Structures 

DL/LL  /   
  

Static instability 

²0 

Softening 
  conditionally 

stable 

0 

² 

Hardening 
inconditionally stable 

0 

² 
 

 Phase BCE: unstable phase; dynamic displacement 

from B to E with liberation of kinetic energy (cross 

hatched area). Here, the secondary term of total 

potential energy is negative (
2
 < 0). 

 Phase DEF: tension phase; geometric hardening 

increase in the tangent stiffness, branch of stable 

equilibrium with increasing value of secondary term 

of the total potential energy (
2
). Phase DEF is 

characteristic of the behaviour of tension structures. 

The non-linear geometric hardening results in a less 

than proportional increase of stresses in relation to 

increase external loads. This provides an increased 

nominal safety factor evaluated at ultimate limit state 

( safety index). 
 

Figure 1 Mechanical behaviour from arch to cable. 

MATERIALS t
R 

N/mm² 

c
R 

N/mm² 

k N/m3 

103 

Kt 

m 

Kc 

m 

Bricks  3 18  166 

Wood 85 37.5 5 21.250 9.375 

Concrete  30 25  1.200 

Steel 52 520  79.5 6.664 ---- 

Steel 105 1050  79.5 13.376 ---- 

Titanium 900  45 20.000 ---- 

Composite materials hi-tech 

Unidir. Carbon fibres 1400  15.5 90.000  

Textile carbon fibres 800  15.5 52.000 ---- 

Unidir.Aramidic fibres 1600  13 123.000 ---- 

Textile aramidic fibres 
(Kevlar) 

750  13 58.000 ---- 

Unidir. Glass fibres 1100  20 55.000 ---- 

Textile glass fibres 450  20 22.500 ---- 

Table 1 Mechanical properties of construction 

materials. 

Special aspects of conceptual design decisions on long 

span structures. 

From the observations of the in service performance, 

damages and collapses of all or part of structural 

systems, we have received many informations and 

teachings regarding the design and verification under the 

action of ultimate and serviceability limit states. Limit 

state violation for engineered structures have lead to 

spectacular collapses as the Tay (1879) and Tacoma 

bridges (1940). Sometimes an apparently 

"unimaginable" phenomenon occurs to cause structural 

failure. The Tacoma Narrows Bridge previously cited 

was apparently one such a case. It was also a design 

which departed considerably from earlier suspension 

bridge design. 

Long span coverings were subjected to partial and global 

failures as that of the Hartford Colisseum (1978), the 

Pontiac Stadium (1982) and the Milan Sport Hall (1985) 

due to snow storms, the Montreal Olympic Stadium due 

to wind excitations of the membrane roof (1988) and 

under snow accumulation (1999), the Minnesota 

Metrodome (1983) air supported structure that deflated 

under water ponding, etc. Those cases are lessons to be 

learned from the structural failure mechanism in order to 

identify the design and construction uncertainties in 

reliability assessment. 

Many novel projects of long span structures attempt to 

extend the "state of the art". New forms of construction 

and design techniques generate phenomenological 

uncertainties about any aspect of the possible behavior of 

the structure under construction service and extreme 

conditions. 

Fortunately, structures rarely fail in a serious manner, 

but when they do it is often due to causes not directly 

related to the predicted nominal loading or strength 

probability distributions. Other factors as human error, 

negligence, poor workmanship or neglected loadings are 

most often involved [1]. Uncertainties related to the 

design process are also identified in structural modelling 

which represents the ratio between the actual and the 

foreseen model's response. 

According to Pugsley (1973), the main factors which 

may affect "proneness to structural accidents" are: 

 new or unusual materials; 

 new or unusual methods of construction; 

 new or unusual types of structure; 

 experience and organization of design and 

construction teams; 

 research and development background; 

 financial climate; 

 industrial climate; 

 political climate. 

All these factors fit very well in the field of long span 

structures involving oftenly something "unusual" and 

clearly have an influence affecting human interaction. 

In Table 2, the prime cause of failure gives 43% 

probability (Walker, 1981) to inadequate appreciation of 

loading conditions or structural behaviour. 

Apart from ignorance and negligence, it is possible to 

observe that the underestimation of influence and 

insufficient knowledge are the most probable factors in 

observed failure cases (Matousek & Schneider, 1976). 

Performance and serviceability limit states violation are 

also directly related to structural reliability. Expertise in 

structural detail design, which is oftenly considered as a 



micro task in conventional design, have an important 

role in special long span structures: reducing the model 

and physical uncertainties and avoiding chain failures of 

the structural system. 

Cause % 

Inadequate appreciation of loading conditions or 

structural behaviour 

43 

Mistakes in drawings or calculations 7 

Inadequate information in contract documents or 

instructions 

4 

Contravention of requirements in contract documents 

or instructions 

9 

Inadequate execution of erection procedure 13 

Unforeseeable misuse, abuse and/or sabotage, 

catastrophe, deteriora tion (partly "unimaginable"?) 

7 

Random variations in loading, structure, materials, 

workmanship, etc.  

10 

Others 7 

Table 2 Prime causes of failure. Adapted from Walker 

(1981). 

Considering the statistical results of table 2, and the 

“scale effect” of long span structures several special 

design aspects arise as: 

 the snow distribution and accumulations on large 

covering areas in function of statistically correlated 

wind direction and intensity; 

 the wind pressure distribution on large areas 

considering theoretical and experimental correlated 

power spectral densities or time histories; 

 rigid and aeroelastic response of large structures 

under the action of cross-correlated random wind 

action considering static, quasi-static and resonant 

contributions; 

 the time dependent effect of coactive indirect actions 

as pre-stressing, short and long term creeping and 

temperature effects; 

 the local and global structural instability; 

 the non linear geometric and material behaviour; 

 reliability and safety factors of new hi-tech 

composite materials; 

 the necessity to avoid and short-circuit progressive 

collapse of the structural system due to local 

secondary structural element and detail accidental 

failure; 

 the compatibility of internal and external restrains 

and detail design, with the modelling hypothesis and 

real structural system response; 

 the parametric sensibility of the structural system 

depending on the type and degree of static 

indeterminacy and hybrid collaboration between 

hardening and softening behaviour of substructures. 

 In the case of movable structures, the knowledge 

base concerns mainly the moving cranes and the 

related conceptual design process have to consider 

existing observations, tests and specifications 

regarding the behaviour of similar structural systems. 

In order to fill the gap, the IASS working group n°16 

prepared a state of the art report on retractable roof 

structures [2] including recommendations for 

structural design based on observations of 

malfunction and failures. 

Figure 2 Holistic approach to structural design. 

 

Figure 3 Conceptual design and analysis of structures. 

KNOWLEDGE BASED CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

AND RELIABILITY LEVEL 

The conceptual design is knowledge based and, 

basically, property of individual experts. Their 

involvement in early stages of design is equivalent, from 
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the reliability point of view, to a human intervention 

strategy of checking and inspection and, from a 

statistical point of view, to a "filtering" action which can 

remove a significant part of “human errors”.  

According to the design requirements, the conceptual 

design is defined by a knowledged expert synthetical 

approach [3] based on the reliability intuition of the 

selected model which has to be confirmed by the results 

of the analysis phase. The conceptual design approach is 

holistic (see Fig.2 Srivastava [5]) and directly depends 

on the skills and abilities of the design team members. 

This concept is now included in some national building 

codes, which are normally addressed only to 

conventional structural systems.  

As far as innovative designs are concerned, as in the case 

of most of the realized long span structures, only few 

comments are dedicated as, for instance, in the National 

Building Code of Canada (1990), point A-4.2.4.1: "It is 

important that innovative designs be carried out by a 

person especially qualified in the specific method 

applied...". 

Eurocode no. 1 intends to guarantee the level of safety 

and performance by a quality assurance (QA) strategy 

(point 2) and control procedures of the design process 

(point 8) in order to minimize human errors. 

Formalized methods of QA considers the need to 

achieve, by the institution of a "safety plan" the 

requirements of structural safety, serviceability and 

durability. A real danger is that excessive formalization 

of QA , born for tangible manufactured articles and not 

suitable for intangible conceptual control procedures, 

could lead to unacceptable and self-defeating 

degeneration of the design process, in a certain kind of 

Kafkian bureaucratic engineering and 

management.Notice about this phenomena is given by 

Carper (1996)in (Construction Pathology in the United 

States) [4]: “many repetitive problems and accidents 

occur, not from a lack of technical information, but due 

to procedural errors and failure to communicate and use 

available information”. An important contribution 

concerning the matter was given by the International 

Symposium on “Conceptual design of Structures” 

organized by IASS [5]. 

Furthermore, it would be necessary to have adequate and 

systematic feedback on the response of the design by 

monitoring the subsequent performance of such 

structures so that the long term sufficiency of the design 

can be evaluated.  

To assure a required reliability level, in the field of 

special structures, the design process must be checked in 

the following three principal phases: the conceptual 

design, the analytical model, and the working design 

phases as shown in Fig.3. 

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN & ANALYSIS 

Conceptual errors are very hard to remove in the 

subsequent phase of structural analysis. In this phase the 

human intervention strategies as education, work 

environment, complexity reduction, self-checking and 

external checking and inspections are today assisted by 

new interactive computer aided design and analysis 

techniques. Specially the interactive graphic language 

will be very effective in obviating the effects of gross 

human errors during the structural modelling. 

Hardware and software interfaces make it possible to 

generate an useful interactive design & analysis cycle 

(Fig. 4). The computer aided design methodology 

semplifies complex tasks and increases the reliability 

level, if the ergonomy and the logical flow of the 

interactive computer assistance is organized as follows: 

 the interactive design methodology is not substitutive 

but rather integrates the creative aspects of the 

traditional design process (conceptual design).  

 By means of an interactive graphic language (pre-

processing and post-processing software), the 

electronic computer becomes the useful mental and 

operating extension of the designer, while 

considerably increasing his capacity, speed and 

decision-making abilities; 

 design optimization is a logical consequence of the 

interactive methodology, allowing very fast data 

modification and evaluation of consequences (what 

if) according to the classical step by step iterative 

procedure of trial and error (and trial and success) 

based on the experience of the designer, who is able 

to synthesize a considerable mass of data that is 

difficult to exppress as a mathematical problem. 

Figure 4 Interactive design process. C.S.E.: Control of 

Synthetical Elaboration. C.A.E.: Control of 

Analytical Elaboration. 

At present time it seems to be very difficult to introduce 

aspects of artificial intelligence by a semantic software 

language inside the process of design of lightweight 

structures (expert system 3
rd

 level software).  

The structural design, analysis & monitoring phases are 

today functionally linked and logically integrated, with 

other design components (architectural, mechanical, 

project management, etc), with a common topological 

and geometrical 3-D identification model, trought an 

hardware and software network (Figure 5). 

Interactive graphic language addressed to the structural 

design of lightweight structures.: from architectural to 

mathematical modelling 

The development of the lightweight structural concept is 

historically correlated with the research in CAD 



technology. From the the initial empiric research made 

by Frei Otto, the theoretical and experimental 

investigation in the world concerning cable and 

membrane structures started in early 70s. In the 

Department of Structural Engineering of the University 

of Bologna, for instance, a research concerning an 

integrated computer aided analysis and design of 

lightweight structures produced a first interactive 

computer-aided shape-finding program that ran, in 1973, 

on an IBM mainframe with a video Console 2250. 

Nowadays, the interactive programs, written in C++ are 

object-oriented (OLE) under Windows 98 and 

Windows NT platform [6] (Figure 6). 
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Figure 5 Hardware and software network system. 
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Figure 6 Light weight structural software 

The interactive software for analysis and design of 

special structural systems, as normally involved in wide 

span enclosures requires, more than general pourpose 

programs, addressed software to assist on many aspects 

of theoretical analysis as: 

 state '0' form-finding analysis, for the shape-finding 

of cable, membrane and pneumatic structures; 

 non linear material analysis for elastic, anelastic and 

plasticity including short and long term creeping; 

 non linear geometrical analysis; for the static and 

dynamic analysis under large displacements; 

 stocastic dynamic analysis in frequency domain for 

the buffeting response under the random wind action 

assisted by the experimental identification, on scale 

rigid models, of cross-correlated power spectral 

densities (PSD) of the internal and external pressures 

on large enclosures; 

 stocastic dynamic analysis in time domain for the 

control of the aerodynamic stability of wide and 

flexible structural systems under wind excitation, 

assisted by the experimental identification, on 

aeroelastic scale models, of the cross-correlated time 

histories, considering fluid interactions; 

 application of the optimization techniques to the 

structural design [7]; 

 parametric stocastic sensibility & reliability analysis. 

The advantages offered by the informatic and 

automation has been very important in the field of 

structural design in general and particularly essential in 

the case of long span lightweight structural systems. It 

was possible to examine more rigorous theoretical 

models avoiding, on the one hand, excessive 

simplifications that deprive the theoretical model, as a 

schematic reduction of the reality, of all significance 

and, on the other, that exhausting calculations lead to the 

loss of facts with a true influence, with the consequent 

discouragement of the designer from making efforts 

towards trying out different structural solutions. 

Under those apparently favourable circumnstances, 

many documented structural failures has been detected 

where mistakes in the inadequate appreciation of 

structural behaviour was caused by unreliable man-

machine interaction and the illusion that the computers, 

as powerfull instrument of analysis, could replace 

conceptual design. For this purpose, IABSE have set up 

a special commission for the control of automation in 

structural design [8] . Documented.FEM modelling 

errors are illustrated in the First International Conference 

on computational Structures Technology [9]. 

 

Figure 7 Montreal Olympic Stadium - A cable stayed 

roof solution 

SOME WIDE SPAN ENCLOSURES  

Due to the lack of space, only some design&analysis 

illustrations of wide span enclosures, where the author 

was directly involved, will be included in the present 

paper with the intention to transmit some experiences 

that today may be part of the knowledge base. 

Long span structures needs special investigations 

concerning the actual live load distribution and intensity 

on large covering surfaces. Building codes normally are 

addressed only to small-medium scale projects. The 

uncertainties relate to the random distribution of live 

loads on long span structures imply very careful loading 

analysis using special experimental analysis. 

From the direct author's experience in designing large 

coverings, the most important experimental investigation 

regarding live load distribution concerns the snow drift 

and accumulation factors and the dynamic action of wind 

loading. 

Snow loading experimental analysis on scale models  

Olympic Stadium in Montreal. During the design of the 

new roof for the Montreal Olympic Stadium Figure 7 a 

special analysis of snow loading was made considering 

three roof geometries varying the sag of the roof from 10 

m, 11.5 m and 13 m.,in order to find a minimization of 

snow accumulation. 

The experimental investigation was carried out by 

RWDI [10] to provide design snow according to FAE 

(Finite Area Element) method, representing up to day a 

state of the art on the matter. 

The FAE method uses a combination of wind tunnel 

tests on a scale model and computer simulation to 

 



provide the most accurate assessment possible to 

estimate 30 year snow loads. 

 
Figure 8 Fisher-Typett Type 1 extreme values plot  

 

 

Figure 9 Comparative analysis of snow loading 

distribution in function of roof shape (10-

13m) 

Snow loads depend on many cumulative factors such as, 

snowfall intensity, redistribution of snow by the wind 

(speed and direction), geometry of the building and all 

surroundings affecting wind flow patterns, absorption of 

rain in the snowpack, and depletion of snow due to 

melting and subsequent runoff. The current NBCC 

(National Building Code of Canada) provides minimum 

design loads for roofs which are based primarily on field 

observations made on a variety of roofs and on a 

statistical analysis of ground snow load data. There are, 

however, numerous situations where the geometry of the 

roof being studied and the particulars of the site are not 

well covered by the general provisions of the code. In 

these situations, a special study, using analytical, 

computational and model test methods, can be very 

beneficial since it allows the specific building geometry, 

site particulars and local climatic factors to all be taken 

into account. The National Building Code allows these 

types of studies through its "equivalency" clause and 

various references to special studies in its commentary. 

The model of the three new roof shapes were each 

constructed at 1:400 scale for the wind tunnel tests. The 

three model roof designs were each instrumented with 

90
o
 directional surface wind velocity vector sensors 

covering the surface. On the console roof, an additional 

90 sensors were installed. Measurements of the local 

wind speed and direction, at an equivalent full-scale 

height of 1 m above the roof surface, were taken for 16 

wind directions. The wind speed measurements were 

then converted to ratios of wind speed at the roof surface 

to the reference wind speed measured at a height 

equivalent at full scale to 600 m. 
 

 
Figure 10 Sliding and wind snow accumulations step 

loads 

The plot shown in Figure 8, obtained by interpolation of 

the data using the Fisher-Typett type I extreme value 

distribution method, predicts the 30 year ground snow 

load, including both snow and rain (Ss+ Sr), to be 2.8 

kPa, which is in agreement with the code value. 

 

Figure 11 Statistical investigation for the reference 50 

years return period wind speed 

Results of structural load cases and local peak loading, 

not to be considered as acting over the roof 

simultaneously are shown in Fig. 9-10. The shape of the 

roof with a sag of more than 12m. gives separation of the 

air flow and turbulence in the wake increasing 



considerably the possibility of snow accumulations. The 

order of magnitude of the leopardized accumulations in 

the roof are of 4-15 kN!; local overdimensioning was 

necessary in order to avoid progressive collapse of the 

structural system.  

Wind loading-experimental analysis on scale models: 

rigid structures-quasi static behaviour. 

 

Figure 12 Panel loading as a function of wind direction 

The integration of the wind tunnel data into the design 

process presents significant problems for wide span sub-

horizzontal enclosures; in contrast to buildings (high rise 

buildings) where knowledge of the base moment 

provides a sound basis for preliminary design, there is 

not single simple measure for the roof. The study of the 

Turin and Rome stadiums [11-12-13] drew attention to 

the inability of the measuring system employed to 

provide data in a form that could readily be based as 

input to the sophisticated dynamic numerical model 

developed by the designer and lead to discussion 

between the designer and the wind tunnel researchers to 

examine alternate techniques that might be used in future 

projects [12]. 

 
Figure 13 Typical spectra of panel loads 

In that case preliminary estimates of the resonant 

response were obtained from the panel spectra using 

interpolation to estimate magnitudes and assuming no 

correlation (at the natural frequencies) between panels 

Fig.12. 

These estimates proved to be significantly larger than 

those observed on the aeroelastic model due to 

significant aerodynamic damping effects not included in 

the prediction process (see Figures 13-14). 

The situation is further complicated by the inability of 

the instrumentation system to provide a complete 

description of the loading. Only seven of about 60 panels 

were instrumented and the data obtained must be 

interpolated to provide estimates of the overall loading, 

the interpolation required is concerned not only with the 

magnitude of the panel loads but also the spectra and 

cross-spectra. 

 

Figure 14 Selected spectra of roof deflections 

The discussions centered on the use of high speed 

pressure scanning systems capable of producing 

essentially simultaneous pressure measurements at some 

500 points at rates of perhaps 200 Hz per point. With 

such a system it would be possible to cover in excess of 

200 panels and produce a complete description of the 

load. Such a system would produce roughly 1 to 2x10
6
 

observations for a single wind direction and it is clear 

that some compression of the data would be required. 

One possible approach would be to produce a set of load 

histories, Qj(t), such that: 

Q t p x y t x y dA
j j

A

( ) ( , , ) ( , )    (1) 

where: 

p(x,y,t)  nett load per unit area at position 

(x,y); 

j(x,y)  weighting function. 

For a series of pressure taps of the approximation to j(t) 

would be: 

Q t p x y t A x y
j i i i i j i i

i

N

( ) ( , , ) ( , )
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 (2) 

Ai area of ith panel; 

pi pneumatic average of pressure at 

the taps in the i
th

 panel; 

xi, yi geometric centre of the taps on the 

i
th

 panel; 

N number of panels. 

The requirements of a system designed to produce the 

load histories, j(t), is discussed in the following section. 

The Thessaloniki Olympic sport complex: measurement 

and use of load time histories.-  

In collaboration with the Boundary layer wind tunnel 

laboratory of the University of Western Ontario, a new 

very practical method to obtain the structural response 



under the random wind action and small displacements 

(linear response) has been applied under the name of the 

“orthogonal decomposition method”. 

If the weighting functions, j(t), are chosen as mode 

shapes then j(t) is a modal load and its use in 

conjunction with a dynamic model is clear; either as a set 

of time histories or a set of modal force spectra and 

cross-spectra. In the initial stages of a design the roof 

shape is probably known with reasonable accuracy but 

mode shapes not so. In such cases it might be 

appropriate to choose a suitable set of j from which 

modal loads corresponding to shapes  can be estimated 

when the design is more advanced. In such a case we can 

approximate j as: 

  
j

i

ij j
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the values of aij can be evaluated by minimizing the 

discrepancy between j and j, ie: 
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If the functions i are chosen as a set of orthogonal 

shapes  
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For a finite panel sizes the corresponding relationship is: 
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Figure 15 Views of pressure model 

The experiment would involve the recording of the local 

histories j(t) from which the model time histories could 

be constructed and the analysis conduced in either the 

time or frequency domain Figures 15-18). For the type of 

structure under consideration resonant effects are small 

and the response is largely a quasi-static to a spatially 

varied load. The deflections induced are closely related 

to the imposed loads and their distribution differs 

significantly from the Gaussian form [12]. In such a case 

the time domain solution, which preserves the extreme 

value distribution, is to be preferred over a frequency 

domain approach.  

 
Figure 16 Relative contribution of Azimuthal Direction 

to the exceedance probability of various return 

period wind speeds for Thermi, Thessaloniki, 

Greece 

 
Figure 17 Predicted 50 year return period peak 

differential pressures 

 
Figure 18 Orthogonal decomposition: pressure mode 

shapes 



For the seismic analysis a frequency domain approach 

was adopted. The Kanai-Tajimi PSD was used under the 

design response spectra prescribed by Eurocode 1; under 

strong-motion, an acceleration time history was 

artificially generated according to site and durability 

characteristics. 

 

Figure 19 Aeroelastic model for Rome Olympic 

Stadium 

Wind loading-experimental analysis on scale models : 

flexible structures-aerodynamic behaviour 

The olympic stadium in Rome. 

The wind induced response of the cable supported 

stadium roof was analysed by a non linear model and a 

field of multicorrelated artificial generated wind loading 

time histories [14-15].Wind tunnel tests have been 

carried out at the BLWT Lab. of UWO on a model of 

1:200 Fig. 19 scale determining: 

- time histories of the local pressures for every 10° of 

incoming flow direction;the maximun,minimun and 

average values of the wind pressure have then been 

evaluated, as well as the root mean square of its 

fluctuating part; 

- presssure coefficients (maxima,minima and average) 

for every 10° of incoming direction; 

- auto and cross-spectra of the fluctuating pressure 

(averaged on every single panel). 

 
Figure 20  1

st
 modal shape (T=1.78 s) 

The aerodynamic behaviour shows a clear shedding 

phenomenon. The external border of the structure, 

constituted of the trussed compression ring with 

triangular section and tubular elements and by the 

roofing of the upper part of the stands, disturbs the 

incoming horizzontal flow in such a way so that vortex 

shedding is built up. This causes the roofing structure to 

be subjected to a set of vortices with a characteristic 

frequency. This is confirmed by the resulting Power 

Spectra Density Function of the fluctuating pressures, 

which shows a peak at about 0.15Hz even if the values 

rapidly decrease with increasing distance Fig. 21. 

 
Figure 21 Target (1), simulated (2) and Kaimal's (3) 

normalized spectra of wind velocity 

 

Figure 22 Time History of the displacement (leeward 

side at tension ring, run #2) 

A fluid-interaction non linear analysis in time domain, 

made for the checking of La Plata stadium design [16-

17] shows a better agreement between theoretical model 

and experimental values. 

Reliability analysis. Equilibrium and compatibility. the 

sensibility analysis regarding the new cable stayed roof 

of the Olympic Stadium in Montreal 

Many times, during the initial stages of the architectural 

design, structural engineering intervention is almost 

absent. In this situation the geometry, typologies and 

materials are defined in preliminary design under poor 

structural knowledge base. 

Oftenly happens that, under particular political and 

financial conditions, in a final design phase the inertia of 

the design process does not allow any changement of an 

original unsatisfactory conceptual design. When such a 

situation is created, structural engineers are forced to 

find solutions under very strict boundary conditions. A 

very typical case was that of the retractable membrane 

roof of the Montreal Olympic Stadium [18-19], built in 

1985 under design conditions determined in a first 



construction phase related to the preparations of the 

olympic games in 1976. Several local roof failures due to 

aeroelastic instability under non extreme wind conditions 

appeared in 1988 and 1991. 

 
Figure 23 Montreal Stadium cable stayed rigid roof - 

numerical model 

A new cable stayed spatial steel framework was 

designed in order to replace the damaged membrane 

roof. This design collected all the previous problems 

related to the difficult boundary conditions, determined 

by the existing structure. The new roof of around 20000 

m
2
 will be suspended from the inclined tower by 28 stay 

cables. Due to the particular boundary conditions and 

low ratio between dead loads and live loads the 

structural system, appears to be sensitive to differential 

stiffness between space frame ring and cable supporting 

substructure.It was necessary to proceed to an elastic and 

anelastic response of the roof system according to an 

oriented statistical simulations' sensibility analysis in 

order to determine the probability of failure and the -

index in function of parametric variations related to 

random uncertainties of the stiffness of cable stays [20]. 

 

Figure 24 Failure probability for load case 1 

Reliability analysis of the roof structural system. Cable 

strain parameric sensibility. 

The uncertainties on the elastic modulus of the cable, 

geometrical and elastic long term creeping, tolerances of 

erections, non linear behaviour, created a sensitive 

response on the rigid space frame hanging from a set of 

28 stay cables. The sensibility analysis showed that the 

response is sensitive to the standard deviation of the 

cable strain () variations. The failure probability is 

given by the probability that an outcome of the random 

variables () belongs to the failure domain D. This 

probability is expressed by the following integral [20] 

Fig. 24: 

   

fD

f dfP   (7) 

and the most probable failure mechanism will involve 

primarily the longest cables (Figure 25). 

The sensibility analysis was, therefore, extremely 

important to detect the weak points of the structural 

system and permits proper local dimensioning to prevent 

chain failure, as illustrated with the failure simulation of 

same sensitive cable elements. 

DETAIL DESIGN  

Conceptual and working detail design plays a significant 

role in the real response of long span structures under the 

influence of direct or indirect actions. 

Avoiding chain collapse. 

Many modern buildings' codes introduced the concept of 

preventing to avoid chain collapses in large structural 

system. Under the conceptual design phase of the 

Olympic Stadium in Rome [14], special attention has 

been paid to the incremental failure analysis of part of 

the structure. The membrane elements are uncorrelated 

with the cable structure in order to avoid fragile rupture 

propagation and facilitate eventual repair and/or 

substitutions of membrane panels. A chain failure 

simulation analysis shows that the structural system 

allows for complete stress re-distribution under partial 

collapse of more than 4 rope trusses. The tension inner 

ring is formed by 12 cables minimizing the effect of 

global collapse due to individual failure. 

 

Figure 25 Most Probable  at failure load case 1 

The project of another complex structural system as the 

Stadium of the Alpes [3], includes a special detail design 

avoiding collaborations between column and cable and 

eliminating unnecessary and dangerous interaction. This 

was determined by the high sensibility of the column 

stability to parametric local bending . 

The design of a Bologna Fair pavillon of 90 m span, 

Figure 27 provides the end restrains of the steel main 

structure allowing temperature displacements and, at the 

same time, transmiting forces due to wind and 

earthquake. The use of a special visco-elastic device will 

allow low displacements due to snow and temperature; 

under service conditions the joints return to the original 



position due to initial prestressing and stiffness but when 

displacements under dynamic actions (wind or seismic) 

occur the detail reacts viscously damped. The new Sport 

Hall in Pesaro (Figure 27) adopts a special flange detail, 

in order to avoid parassitic high local bending and 

eventual welding cracks under tightening the flange 

bolted connections. 

Structural details, able to isolate sub-structures under 

strong seismic actions have been designed for the 

Thessaloniki Olympic sport centre [21]. 

In Figure 27 are also shown some details for retractable 

roofs designed for Ohita (Japan) and Venice (Italy). 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has been noted the influence of knowledge base on 

conceptual design in removing gross human intervention 

errors from initial design statements. 

Computer assisted methods of design and analysis allow 

to generate an interactive design cycle which optimizes 

the user synthetical capacities and the analytical 

computer elaboration power. Sensibility analysis is an 

extremely powerful tool to determine the influence of 

parametric design uncertainties for unusual long span 

structural systems. 
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ENCLOSURE N.2 

 

WIND LOADING ANALYSIS 

EXPERIMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 
1. Introduction 

Considering that in the basic solution the roof will be covered by a light weight long span structural 

system it is important to proceed to the analysis of the response of the structural system to loading 

patterns and wind induced oscillations. 

The type and level of the analysis will be decided in function of the dynamic characteristics and 

reliability of the structural design. The analytical process will be organized in order to be controlled 

by experimental investigations in reduced and full scale. 

 

The reduced scale experimental analysis on rigid and aeroelastic models are concerned with the 

determination of the dynamic loading on the roof surface and of the stability of the structural 

system. 

The results of the above mentioned experimental investigations are necessary to proceed with the 

final structural analysis and design. 

 

The full scale experimental investigations are addressed to check, by a monitoring program, the 

validity of the global analysis process. 

 

The specifications concerning: 

- the experimental analysis 

- the theoretical analysis 

- the monitoring control system 

that are considered suitable to obtain a reliable procedure are given in the following points. 

 

2. Behaviour of the Construction under Wind Loading Action 
 

2.1 Experimental Analysis 
 

The objective of the study would be to determine the wind loads on both the exterior 

and interior surfaces of the complex made up of the roofing system. This objective 

could be addressed at two levels of detail. The first part, entitled pressure mode 

study, would provide basic information on the magnitude and distribution of the 

mean wind loads but would not define unbalanced load conditions due to gusts. In 

order to define these unbalanced loads, a pneumatic averaging technique is proposed, 

which would result in a series of design load patterns for the structure according the 

orthogonal decomposition method. 

 

2.1.2 Pressure Model Study 

 

(a) A 1:300 to 1:400 scale rigid model of the proposed construction would be 

constructed of acrylic or other suitable material. Pressure taps would be 

installed over the upper, the lower and the vertical surfaces on an appropriate 



number of locations. 

 

(b) The test model would include all surrounding buildings and topography 

within a radius from the center of the proposed construction which will be 

considered relevant to the study. 

 

(c) Surroundings beyond the above mentioned radius would be simulated by 

appropriate roughness elements on the wind tunnel floor in order to provide 

an accurate simulation of the wind speed profile and turbulence of the 

approaching wind. The wind tunnel simulation of the atmospheric boundary 

layer shall be subject to the approval of the structural engineer. 

 

(d) During the tests, r.s.m. (root mean square), peak negative and peak positive 

pressure at each tap location would be measured and reported using + 0.1 psi 

differential pressure traducers connected to the taps via scanivalves. It is 

anticipated that measurements of 18 key wind directions would provide 

sufficient information for design purposes on this structure. 

 

The pressure data would be converted into pressure coefficients based on 

gradient wind pressure. The pressure measuring system is capable of 

accurately measure fluctuating pressures with frequencies as high as 2 Hz. 

(full scale). 

 

(e) The mean pressure coefficient data from the pressure model tests would be 

integrated over the surfaces of the construction. The results would be 

combined with a statistical model of the wind conditions of the site to 

determine the mean structural loads. The statistical model of the strong wind 

would be based on an analysis of the long term meteorological records. 

An appropriate gust factor would be determined and applied to the mean 

loads to provide estimates of design loads. The effect of dynamic loading on 

the structure would be included in the choice of gust factor. 

 

(f) The resulting information would be in the form of (50-100) years forces and 

moments for each wind azimuth of the construction.  

 

2.1.3 Pneumatic Averaging 
 

This would provide more accurate estimates of the roof's dynamic loading. The 

objective would be to determine the peak responses of the lower modes of vibration 

using the generalized aerodynamic force acting on the tests using pneumatic 

averaging techniques. The output from this test would be provided in the form of a 

series of unbalanced wind load distribution which should be applied separately and 

in a predetermined integrated manner to the roof structure. 

This information provides the necessary dynamic wind forces (mean, rms, power 

spectra) that will buffet the structure. The information generated would include the 

effective statically-acting wind loads as determined by orthogonal decomposition of 



the fluctuating pressure field. 

However, some of the flexible structures may be subject to vortex ‘lock-in’ 

phenomena. These phenomena would be due to a sympathetic vibration of the 

structure induced by vortex shedding excitation. In order to determine the likelihood 

of such significant aeroelastic instability, a simplified aeroelastic model study is 

necessary. 

 

2.1.4 Aeroelastic Model Study 

 

It is not the intent to construct a complex full aeroelastic model. A simplified 

conservative test of 1:400 sca1e elastic model is considered sufficient. 

 

Two moment-measuring supports wou1d be connected along the line defining the 

interface between the roof and the upper row of the basements. 

 

The subsequent wind tunnel will define the susceptibility to wind action of this 

construction shape for several masses, stiffness and dampening levels.  

 

The wind engineers will provide with the natural modes of vibration of the proposed 

structural system. 

The model shall be capable of simulating the flexural and torsional oscillations. 

The stiffness on the cable system is represented by extensional springs with a restrain 

gage, thereby enabling the overturning axial forces and moments to be directly 

measured. The mass, stiffness and damping of the model would be adjusted to 

representative values. Tests would be carried out in a simulated turbulent wind both 

for wind directions normal to the axis of the complex and for other directions related 

to a design range according to the Structural behaviour. 

The effect of the building superstructure and the effect of the surrounding buildings 

would be included. 

The series of model tests would detect the  presence of any serious aerodynamically 

induced oscillations and determine their dependence on the structural damping, 

stiffness and mass. 

 

2.1.5 Reporting 

Preliminary results containing essential design information shall be made available 

during the course of the study. At the completion of the study, final reports shall be 

prepared and submitted. 

The final report would be comprehensive and contain full details of testing methods, 

analysis and results. 

 

2.2 Monitoring Control System 

 

Due to the uncertainties related to the difficulties in analytical dynamic response of 

the structure to the random action of the wind, the uncertainties related to test 

methodology in reduced scale models and the eventual uncertainties related to new 



materials and conceptual design will be important to provide an adequate monitoring 

control system. 

The monitoring will be addressed to subsequent performance control of the structure 

so that the long term sufficiency of the design could be evaluated. 

The monitoring system may consist of: 

 

- pressure tapes on the roof surface to determine real wind distribution in the 

form of pressure coefficients, time histories or cross correlated power density 

spectra; 

- accelerometric measurements to control frequencies, mode shapes; 

- tension strain-gauges to control reaction forces in boundary elements; 

- anemometric measurements of incoming wind (to be installed also before 

construction). 

 
 


